Sweeping Racism under the Rug of Censorship: The Controversy over Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Blu’s Hanging
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What does sweep under the rug expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Hide something, as in Their attempts to sweep the scandal under the rug were not very successful. This idiom alludes to sweeping dust under the rug, so it won't be seen. [Mid-1900s]. See also: rug, sweep. sweep under the rug. To avoid discussing or dealing with (something negative or troubling). See also: rug, sweep. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Blu’s Hanging by Lois-Ann Yamanaka tells a sad and realistic story of the Ogata family. With the absence of a mother and an uncaring father, the three children, Ivah, Blu, and Maisie, face insurmountable obstacles. Furthermore, various outside forces, such as sexual violence, poverty, and racism, make it even harder for them to cope with the harsh society. In spite of these hardships, it is the mother’s invisible presence that keeps the three children together and guides them, although it also contributes to the unintended indifference of father, and the children's vulnerability Lois-Ann Yamanaka (born September 7, 1961) is an American poet and novelist from Hawaii. Many of her critically acclaimed literary works are written in Hawaiian Pidgin, and some of her writing has dealt with controversial ethnic issues. In particular, her works confront themes of Asian American... Following Blu's Hanging , Yamanaka published, " Heads by Harry", which dealt with homosexuality and gender identity issues. The book received mixed reviews; "to some extent, Yamanaka has replaced racism with sexism and homophobia, 'safer topics'", concluded Nation reviewer Mindy Pennybacker.